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Agenda
2nd Technical Conference

1. Introduction
2. Tolk Analysis Overview
3. SPS System Overview
4. Conclusion 1: Replacement Resources
5. Conclusion 2: Preliminary Results
6. Final Review
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Preliminary Results
Disclaimer

The results presented today are preliminary and are subject to change
Xcel Energy / SPS will release a new natural gas forecast between now and filing the Tolk
Analysis. SPS will update the results preliminary results presented today to incorporate the new
natural gas forecast in the final analysis
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INTRODUCTION
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Introduction
Stipulation

The uncontested comprehensive stipulation in New Mexico Case No. 19-00170-UT requires SPS
to submit a robust analysis of Tolk abandonment and potential means of replacement by June 2021
(“The Tolk Analysis”)
• The Tolk Analysis will be incorporated into SPS’s 2021 Integrated Resource Plan (“IRP”)
application
• The Tolk Analysis shall include:
 Two technical conferences
 A review by an independent evaluator (“IE”)
 Replacement resources priced based on an RFP or RFI process
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Introduction
Technical Conferences

• First Technical Conference – Present and solicit feedback on the basic parameters and approach
of the Tolk analysis
 Completed four technical conferences between June 2020 and February 2021
• Second Technical Conference – Provide and solicit feedback on the preliminary
conclusions of the Tolk analysis
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Introduction
Replacement resources priced based on an RFP or RFI process

• The intent of the 2020 request for information (“RFI”) is to provide SPS with the type, technical
characteristics, and cost of the resources needed or available to conduct the Tolk Analysis
• The expansion plans presented today are only intended to demonstrate how the Encompass
model selected different portfolios of resources to potentially replace, or supplement, the
capacity and energy provided by the Tolk Units
• As discussed during this presentation, the Tolk Analysis incorporates several critical variables
and external drivers that impact the quantity and timing of potential additional resources
• If applicable, SPS will conduct a thorough and separate procurement process before acquiring
any additional resources
• The selection of proposals in the Tolk Analysis will have no bearing on any possible future
procurement process
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Introduction
Preliminary Conclusions

Conclusion 1 – Resources Submitted in the RFI Process
• The Tolk analysis provides indication that SPS should continue to explore the acquisition of
economic energy resources
• Potential cost savings provided by new resources are highly dependent on critical variables and
external drivers
Conclusion 2 – Retirement of the Tolk Units
• The preliminary results of the Tolk Analysis do not conclusively support an earlier retirement of
the Tolk Units
• Without clear and obvious data to the contrary, SPS recommends continued operation of the
Tolk units on a seasonal basis through end-of-year 2032

Note: The two conclusions are not mutually exclusive
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THE TOLK ANALYSIS OVERVIEW
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Tolk Analysis Overview
Tolk Station – Overview of Benefits & Costs

Benefits captured in Encompass
• Relatively low-cost, dispatchable energy
• Over 1GW of year-round capacity
Costs captured in Encompass (not exhaustive)
• Cost Recovery of Capital Investment
• Fixed Costs
 Operations and Maintenance (labor expenses, maintenance, coal handling etc.)
• Variable Costs
 Operations and Maintenance (chemicals, water)
 Fuel Costs
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Tolk Analysis Overview
Objective
Establish the optimal operation and retirement dates of the Tolk Units, considering availability of economical
water. The Tolk Analysis evaluates alternative benefits (and costs) provided by the Tolk Units:
1.

Maximize Energy Value
 Continue to operate the Tolk units year-round (economically) – at the expense of an earlier retirement
date, or

2.

Preserve Capacity Value
 Preserve Tolk’s >1GW capacity – at the expense of deferred energy production, or

3.

Is There a More Optimal Approach? (i.e Early Retirement)
 Retire the Tolk Units early – regardless of the availability of economic water
 Obtain capacity and energy from alternative resources
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Tolk Analysis Overview
Scenarios

Maximize Energy
Value
• Scenario 1

Preserve Capacity
Value
• Scenario 2

Early Retirement
• Scenario 3

Hybrid Approach
• Scenario 4

 Operate the Tolk Units
year-round
(economically)

 Operate the Tolk Units
seasonally
(economically)

 Operate the Tolk Units
year-round
(economically)

 Operate the Tolk Units
year-round
(economically)

 Retire Tolk units
EOY2025

 Retire Tolk units
EOY2032

 Retire Tolk units
EOY2023

 Retire Tolk unit 1
EOY2023

• Scenario 6
Throughout todays presentation, Scenarios 2 &
3 will be used to demonstrate SPS’s
preliminary conclusions

 Operate the Tolk &
Harrington Units yearround (economically)
 Retire all units
EOY2023

 Retire Tolk unit 2
EOY2031

• Scenario 5
 Operate the Tolk Units
seasonally
(economically)
 Retire Tolk unit 1
EOY2023
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EOY2032
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SPS SYSTEM OVERVIEW
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SPS System Overview
Capacity & Planning Reserve Margin

• To provide reliable service, all electric utilities must have more capacity available than the
projected peak load
• The available capacity in excess of the projected peak load is referred to as the “ planning
reserve margin” (“PRM”)
• SPS is a member of the Southwest Power Pool (“SPP”)
• SPP requires each member to have a planning reserve margin of at least 12% of its peak
demand forecast
• SPS’s current Summer Peak demand is approximately 4,000MW
• Including the PRM, SPS are required to have a minimum of ~4,500MW of accredited capacity
to meet Summer Peak Demand
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SPS System Overview
Meeting the capacity need

• SPS currently has sufficient accredited capacity through the late 2020’s to early 2030’s
• The early retirement of the Tolk Units will create an immediate capacity need – requiring SPS to
acquire additional resources
• Renewable resources are treated as contributing towards SPS’s projected peak load (although
not 100% of the nameplate capacity), for example:
 Wind accredited capacity towards the Summer peak is ~20%
 Solar accredited capacity towards the Summer peak is ~55%
• SPS must be able to serve load in all hours, during variable weather conditions – therefore, firm
resources or long-duration energy storage will be required
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SPS System
Firm Resources / Fuel Diversity

• For the purposes of the Encompass analysis, SPS utilize standard modeling inputs, such as
weather-normalized load forecasts and average annual production profiles
• While extreme events like Winter Storm Uri are not fully captured in capacity/price modeling,
this uncertainty is captured as part of our planning reserve
• During this cold-weather event, the Tolk and Harrington units were critical in serving SPS’s
customers and as a hedge against high energy prices
 Between 2/13/2021 and 2/19/2021 the Tolk and Harrington units produced ~270,000 MWh
 Cost of energy was between $19.00 - $20.00 / MWh
 Without Tolk and/or Harrington SPS would have incurred much greater costs to dispatch other
resources or purchase from the market
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SPS System Overview
Existing System

SPS currently has:
• 7,781MW of generating resources
 5,140MW of firm resources
 2,641MW of wind and solar resources

• 5,548MW of accredited summer capacity
• 1,600MW of gas steam generation
•

1,100MW scheduled to retire by EOY 2030

•

1,350MW scheduled to retire by EOY 2032
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SPS System
Capacity Position

• As discussed in detail in the next section, all scenarios modeled add significant renewable generation
between 2023 and 2025
• Generally, the accredited capacity of the new renewable generation initially fulfills the lost capacity of the
Tolk Units (green). However, the Encompass model then adds firm resources (combined cycles,
combustion turbines, or energy storage) as this need increases (red)
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CONCLUSION 1 – RESOURCES SUBMITTED
IN THE RFI PROCESS
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Additional Resources
Overview

The Encompass production cost model will not necessarily replace the Tolk Units with like-in-kind
generation. Instead, the model will optimally create an ‘expansion plan’ for each scenario based
on the resource need, for example, replacing the Tolk Units could consist of a combination of
solar, wind, battery storage, combustion turbines etc. – all at different locations, with different inservice dates.
While the expansion plan must meet SPS’s planning reserve margin, the model may also select
additional resources to provide economical energy (i.e even when there is no resource need)
 Economically selected resources are not necessarily economical in all-years, nor are they necessarily lower cost
than existing resources
 Encompass’s logic does not include a benefit-to-cost ratio threshold – for example, Encompass could select a
project that lowers the PVRR by a marginal amount, even if it requires a multi-year, multi-million-dollar
commitment
 Encompass evaluates system-wide costs over a long-term planning horizon, not necessarily the immediate
impact to SPS’s ratepayers
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Replacement Resources
Overview

As the Encompass model must maintain SPS’s planning reserve margin, the early retirement of
over 1GW of generation could be expected to produce a substantially different optimized
expansion plan than the continued operation of Tolk Station (i.e there is a greater ‘need’ in one
scenario)
However, critical variables and external drivers fundamentally impact the optimized expansion
plans for each scenario – this resulted in similar expansion plans between each retirement
scenario
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Expansion Plan

Scenario 2: Seasonal operations, 2032 retirement
Scenario 3: 2023 retirement

Sample Expansion Plan using Planning Load Forecast

• Regardless of the retirement of the Tolk Units both Scenarios aggressively acquired the same amount of
wind, and large quantities of solar generation between 2023 and 2025
• Renewable resources initially met the capacity need if the Tolk Units were retired early, however, as this
capacity need grew the model added firm generation (as discussed on slide 16)
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Expansion Plan

Scenario 2: Seasonal operations, 2032 retirement
Scenario 3: 2023 retirement

Sample Expansion Plan using Financial Load Forecast

• Lower load forecast provides similar results (Large-scale renewable build out, before firm
generation resources are required
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Expansion Plan
Critical Variables & External Drivers

Questions: Why are the short-term expansion plans so similar between scenarios? Why does
the model select such large quantities of renewables between EOY 2023 and EOY
2025?
Answer:

Critical variables and external drivers fundamentally impact the expansion plan.
They include:
1. Expiring Renewable Tax Credits
2. RFI proposals vs Generic Costs
3. Future cost of Generic Resources
4. Uncertainty in generator interconnection costs
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Expiring Renewable Tax Credits
Impact to Replacement Generation

‘Generic’ Wind

Generic Renewable Cost Assumptions
Wind

Solar

• Increases from $24.65/MWh to
$39.20/MWh after 60% PTC expires

$45
$40

• Relatively flat thereafter

$/MWh (nominal)

$35
$30

‘Generic’ Solar

$25
$20

• Increases from $26.46/MWh to
$30.68/MWh after 26% ITC steps down
to 10%

$15
$10
$5
$0
2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

2031

End Of Year

2032

2033

2034

• Pricing continues to decline until EOY
2029 – relatively flat thereafter

*Prices stated exclude network upgrades costs
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Expiring Renewable Tax Credits
Impact To Replacement Generation

Generic Wind
Driver:

Without an extension of Production Tax Credits, wind generation will
permanently, and substantially, increase in cost EOY2025

Result:

Regardless of the retirement of Tolk Station, Encompass will add additional
wind ‘today’, as it will be more expensive in the future – even if the wind
generation operates ‘at-a-loss’ for several years

Generic Solar
Driver:

Declining solar prices through EOY 2029 offset step-down of ITC

Result:

Without a capacity need, Encompass will add economic solar ‘today’, but
could acquire economically competitive solar in the future as costs
continue to fall
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RFI Proposals vs Generic Costs
Impact To Replacement Generation

• SPS used the approximate average cost of proposals received in the RFI process to
baseline generic resource cost assumptions after 2025
• By default, multiple RFI proposals are lower cost than the generic resources available
for selection in future years
• All-else-being-equal, expansion plans will favor selection of RFI proposals that are
lower cost than the generic resources
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Future cost of Generic Resources
Impact To Replacement Generation

• The Tolk Analysis incorporates conservative assumptions about the future costs of
renewable generation – particularly wind generation (i.e generic wind gets more
expensive after PTCs expire and technological / cost improvements do little to reduce
future costs)
• The Encompass model may delay the acquisition of renewable resources if more lower
future costs were anticpated
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Generator Interconnection Costs
Impact to Replacement Generation

• Generic Overnight Construction Costs (excluding network upgrades):
 Wind: ~$1,500/kW
 Solar: ~$1,000/kW

• Developers ‘typically’ include up to $100k/W for network upgrades
• Multiple proposals received in the RFI did not include network upgrade costs
• DISIS 2017-01 PH1 study assigned average network upgrade costs of $933/kW
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Generator Interconnection Costs
2017-01 DISIS Study

1st Phase Study
• 25 projects totaling 3,795MW
• $3.5 Billion of network upgrades assigned
• Average $933,522 / MW
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Generator Interconnection Costs
2017-01 DISIS Study

2nd Phase
• 11 projects totaling 1,000MW dropped out
• $2.5 Billion of network upgrades still assigned
• Average $933,648/ MW
• 20% of network upgrades costs due by MidMay
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Generator Interconnection Costs
Impact to Replacement Generation

• SPS assigned various indicative network upgrade costs to all proposals that do not
require a new GIA*
• Network upgrade costs assigned: $200/kW, $400/kW and $600/kW
• The same costs were applied to all wind, solar and combined cycle resources in all
future years (assumed there is no benefit in waiting to acquire resources)
• The greater the network upgrades assigned; the more expansion plans will favor
proposals with fully costed or executed GIAs

*Proposals not assigned network upgrade costs: (1) Proposals with existing GIA’s, (2) BOT proposals at
existing SPS generator locations (surplus interconnection / generator replacement)
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Replacement Resources
Conclusion

• Drivers and variables, such as expiring PTCs/ITCs, generic costs assumptions (both
present and future) and the cost of network upgrades (both present and future),
fundamentally impact when the expansion plans for each scenario
• This often results in the earlier selection of additional resource in the model
• While it is unlikely all these assumptions are correct, the Tolk Analysis is primarily a
retirement analysis – not a thorough resource acquisition analysis
• As such, allowing the model to acquire potentially infeasible amounts of new
generation on a possibly unrealistic timeline, allows SPS to stress-test the economic of
continued operation of the Tolk Units
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CONCLUSION 2 – PRELIMINARY RESULTS
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Tolk Analysis Overview
Sensitivities

Tolk
Analysis
Planning
Forecast

Load Sensitivity
Network Upgrade Sensitivity

Fuel Cost Sensitivity
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Tolk Analysis Overview
Scenarios

Maximize Energy
Value
• Scenario 1

Preserve Capacity
Value
• Scenario 2

Early Retirement
• Scenario 3

Hybrid Approach
• Scenario 4

 Operate the Tolk Units
year-round

 Operate the Tolk Units
seasonally

 Operate the Tolk Units
year-round

 Operate the Tolk Units
year-round

 Retire Tolk units
EOY2025

 Retire Tolk units
EOY2032

 Retire Tolk units
EOY2023

 Retire Tolk unit 1
EOY2023

• Scenario 6

Throughout todays presentation, Scenarios 2 &
3 will be used to demonstrate SPS’s
preliminary conclusions

 Operate the Tolk &
Harrington Units yearround
 Retire all units
EOY2023

 Retire Tolk unit 2
EOY2031

• Scenario 5
 Operate the Tolk Units
seasonally
 Retire Tolk unit 1
EOY2023
 Retire Tolk unit 2
EOY2032
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Preliminary PVRR Analysis
Base Gas - $400/kW Network Upgrades
Excludes potential revenue for
selling existing Water rights –
Estimated at $0 - $20M (if sold
TODAY!)
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Preliminary PVRR Analysis
Base Gas - $200/kW Network Upgrades
Excludes potential revenue for
selling existing Water rights –
Estimated at $0 - $20M (if sold
TODAY!)
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Preliminary PVRR Analysis
Financial Forecast - Base Gas vs Low Gas - $400/kW Network Upgrades
Excludes potential revenue for
selling existing Water rights –
Estimated at $0 - $20M (if sold
TODAY!)
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SAMPLE EXPANDED VIEW – PLANNING
FORECAST
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PVRR Analysis
Planning Load Forecast including $400/kW network upgrades

• Scenario 2 (seasonal operation 2032) vs Scenario 3 (2023 retirement) Comparison
 Over the 4-year action period Scenario 3 is $88M higher cost than Scenario 2 (PVRR)
 Between 2022 and EOY 2032, Scenario 3 is $203M higher cost than Scenario 2 (PVRR)
 Over the 20-year planning period, Scenario 3 is $152M higher cost than Scenario 2 (PVRR)
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Expansion Plan

Scenario 2: Seasonal operations, 2032 retirement
Scenario 3: 2023 retirement

Sample Expansion Plan using Planning Load Forecast

• Regardless of the retirement of the Tolk Units both Scenarios aggressively acquired the same amount of
wind, and large quantities of solar generation between 2023 and 2025
• Renewable resources initially met the capacity need if the Tolk Units were retired early, however, as this
capacity need grew the model added firm generation (as discussed on slide 16)
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Scenario 2: Seasonal operations, 2032 retirement
Scenario 3: 2023 retirement

PVRR Analysis

Scenario 3 vs Scenario 2 – PVRR Annual Comparison

PH1

PH3
PH2

•

PH4

Ph1: Cost recovery of Tolk assets (Sc3), Ph2: Cost recovery of Tolk assets (Sc2) / Similar expansion plans capable of
fulfilling capacity need, Ph3: Deferred generation (Sc2), Ph4: Additional generation (Sc2)
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PVRR Analysis – Cost Recovery of Tolk Asset
Scenario 3 vs Scenario 2

The cost recovery of the existing Tolk
Assets causes rate shock in the action
period, but is less impactful over the
planning period

PH1

PH2

Blue: Annual PVRR Deltas (same as previous slide), Orange: Cost Recovery of Tolk Assets
Ph1: Cost recovery of Tolk assets (Sc3), Ph2: Continued cost recovery of Tolk assets (Sc2)
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PVRR Analysis – Operating Costs
Scenario 3 vs Scenario 2

PH3

PH2

Annual PVRR delta excluding cost
recovery of existing Tolk Assets (plus ongoing capital expenditure)

PH4

Ph2: Similar expansion plans capable of fulfilling capacity need, Ph3: Deferred generation (Sc2),
Ph4: Additional generation (Sc2)
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PVRR Analysis – Operating Costs
Scenario 3 vs Scenario 2

PH2
PH2
PH4

PH3

Ph2: Similar expansion plans capable of fulfilling capacity need, Ph3: Deferred generation (Sc2),
Ph4: Additional generation (Sc2)
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SAMPLE EXPANDED VIEW FINANCIAL LOAD
FORECAST
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Preliminary PVRR Analysis
Financial Load Forecast including $400/kW network upgrades

• Scenario 2 (continued operations) vs Scenario 3 (2023 retirement) Comparison
 Over the 4-year action period Scenario 3 is $85M higher cost than Scenario 2 (PVRR)
 Between 2022 and EOY 2032, Scenario 3 is $49M higher cost than Scenario 2 (PVRR)
 Over the 20-year planning period, Scenario 3 is $7M lower cost than Scenario 2 (PVRR)
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Expansion Plan

Scenario 2: Seasonal operations, 2032 retirement
Scenario 3: 2023 retirement

Sample Expansion Plan using Financial Load Forecast

• Lower load forecast provides similar results (Large-scale renewable build out, before firm
generation resources are required
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Scenario 2: Seasonal operations, 2032 retirement
Scenario 3: 2023 retirement

PVRR Analysis

Scenario 3 vs Scenario 2 – PVRR Annual Comparison

PH3

PH1

PH2

•

PH4

Ph1: Cost recovery of Tolk assets (Sc3), Ph2: Cost recovery of Tolk assets (Sc2) / Similar expansion plans capable of
fulfilling capacity need, Ph3: Deferred generation (Sc2), Ph4: Additional generation (Sc2)
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PVRR Analysis – Cost Recovery of Tolk Asset
Scenario 3 vs Scenario 2

The cost recovery of the existing Tolk
Assets causes rate shock in the action
period, but is less impactful over the
planning period

PH1

PH2

Blue: Annual PVRR Deltas (same as previous slide), Orange: Cost Recovery of Tolk Assets
Ph1: Cost recovery of Tolk assets (Sc3), Ph2: Continued cost recovery of Tolk assets (Sc2)
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PVRR Analysis – Operating Costs
Scenario 3 vs Scenario 2

PH3

Annual PVRR delta excluding cost
recovery of existing Tolk Assets (plus ongoing capital expenditure)

PH4
PH2

Ph2: Similar expansion plans capable of fulfilling capacity need, Ph3: Deferred generation (Sc2),
Ph4: Additional generation (Sc2)
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PVRR Analysis – Operating Costs
Scenario 3 vs Scenario 2

PH2

PH2

PH4
PH3

Ph2: Similar expansion plans capable of fulfilling capacity need, Ph3: Deferred generation (Sc2),
Ph4: Additional generation (Sc2)
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FINAL REVIEW
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Final Review
Conclusion 1

• The acquisition of economic energy is not dependent on the retirement of the Tolk units
• Regardless of the operation and retirement dates of the Tolk units, the Tolk Analysis indicates
there could be opportunities for SPS to acquire economic energy
• Large uncertainty with key drivers, such as the potential extension of renewable tax credits and
the cost of interconnecting new generation
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Final Review
Conclusion 2

• Retirement of the Tolk Units creates an immediate resource need
• The acquisition of potentially economic renewable energy could theoretically fulfill a short-term
capacity shortage
• However, load growth and/or plant retirements will require SPS to add firm resources and/or
battery storage to meet load and capacity obligations
• The capacity cost of the Tolk units is relatively low cost when compared to the acquiring new
generating resources (CT’s, CC’s or energy storage)
• The Tolk Analysis continues to support seasonal operations of the Tolk Units and a 2032
retirement
• The Tolk Analysis does not capture all benefits of the Tolk Units, as demonstrated during Winter
Storm Uri
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